BEFORE CytoDiff* IMPLEMENTATION, ALL SAMPLES WITH FLAGS FOR WBC ABNORMALITIES UNDERGO MANUAL REVIEW

DxH 800 or connected Workcell → CBC/Diff result → REMISOL middleware

~ 75% NORMAL

~ 25% ABNORMAL

DxH SMS → All abnormals undergo manual review (25%).
AFTER CytoDiff* IMPLEMENTATION, 95% OF SAMPLES CAN BE ANALYZED WITH AN AUTOMATED SYSTEM

Figures and illustration results may vary

- 75% NORMAL

- 25% ABNORMAL

SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR REFLEX CytoDiff TEST

AUTOMATED ANALYSIS

- 5% NEED SLIDES

A fraction of abnormals undergo manual review (5% vs. 25%)

DxH 800 or connected Workcell

CBC/Diff result

REMISOL middleware

Validation

Reportable result

*CE marked. Not available in the U.S.
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